When dealing with massive data sorting, we usually use Hadoop which is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers using simple programming models. A common approach in implement of big data sorting is to use shuffle and sort phase in MapReduce based on Hadoop. However, if we use it directly, the efficiency could be very low and the load imbalance can be a big problem.
Introduction

1.1Hadoop
The Apache Hadoop software library is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers using simple programming model [1] . It is designed to speed up from single servers to hundreds of or thousands of machines, each offering local storage and computation. Rather than rely on hardware to deliver high-availability, the library itself is designed to detect and handle failures at the application layer, so delivering a highly-available service on top of a cluster of computers, each of which may be prone to failures.
MapReduce
MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and generating large data sets [2] . A map function can process a key/value pair to generate a set of Programs written in this kind of functional style can be automatically parallelized and executed on a large cluster of commodity machines. The run-time system deals with the details of scheduling the program's execution across a set of machines and managing the required inter-machine communication, partitioning the input data, handling machine failures. This let programmers without any experience with distributed systems and parallel to easily use the resources of a large distributed system.
MapReduce makes sure that the input to every reducer is sorted by key. The process by which the system executes the sort and transfers outputs of the map to the reducers as inputs is known as shuffle. In many ways, the shuffle is the heart of MapReduce.
Shuffle is the process of transferring data from the mappers to the reducers. Sorting in shuffle saves time for the reducer, helping it easily differentiate when a new reduce task should start. It begins a new reduce task simply, when the following key is different from the previous one, to put it easily. 
Optimization of the data sorting algorithm
As the efficiency of shuffle may be low, we can achieve optimization based on Hadoop by some operating. In our work, we decide to use more than 2 rounds MapReduce. Because some nodes in cluster may take very heavy jobs while the others have basically no work to do. So we first to divide the data to be sorted. In the first round, we use a MapReduce to take sample randomly. After it, we almost know the distribution of the data. We can create some new files, every of which has average data .Then we use another MapReduce to order the data uniformly, according to the results of the first round. If the data is also too big, it will turn back to the first round to be divided and keep on. The experiments show that, it is better to use the optimized algorithm than shuffle of MapReduce to sort large scale data.
Design and implementation
Basic idea of the algorithm
The basic idea is that the data is divided into inter-block ordered data, so that it can be sorted in the memory as much as possible. Figure 2 -1 shows the general design of this algorithm. I division and sort based on files
Figure2-1 the process of this algorithm
(1)Get the distribution of data to be sorted, and set the division site. First obtain the distribution information of the files. Take three sites of data to make sample for each file to be sorted, and sample 4KB data for each site, using the style like <data, the number of data > to save it in HashMap. The data in map will be sorted by priority queue after statistics.
Set division site, where the total number of sampling data is counted that is named sampleCount; obtained the total length of all files to be sorted by the meta information of files and the length is named totalLength; set the size of data to be sorted on every reduce manually, and the size is named blockSize; and set the length of divided segment is divideNums, so we can know that totalLength divided by sampleCount equals blockSize divided by divideNums,divideNums equals sampleCount multiplied by blockSize divided by totalLength, combining with priority queuing we can be obtained classified site. Set the number of reduce by adding the number of classified site and 1, and we can set the threshold value as a reference, whichever is the lowest value will be the number of reduce.
(2) For each process of the Map, we can obtain the information of classified site through the process of setup; initialize the middle file, and generate n (the number of classified site + 1) files; Generate files using a random number, if there is a conflict, then re-generate the file name. When processing each data, data is stored in different files according to classified site; Wait for the end of writing files after the data processing; take the dividing data segment of each file as a key, the file path and file name as a value; Send to the reduce according to the partition function.
(3) Use the number of key module reduce to send out map into reduce in partition process. (4) After obtaining <key, value> in reduce, we know what the corresponding divided data segment is and the corresponding data segments are; Obtain the meta information of these files, the total length of the statistics, if it is greater than the threshold value in RAM, then write the serial number of corresponding data in output, and return with doing nothing; Otherwise, the contents of each data file is read and placed in the priority queue for sorting in memory, write the result into a file named the number of data segment, and put in the result directory, such as /result/0.That is to say, if the output directory is /result/, then corresponding number of data segment is 0.
II divide and sort again based on files (1)Read the contents of the output files and save all of the unsorted data segment numbers. (2)Take the data corresponding the middle file as a target for each unsorted segment number; Repeat the procedure1 again; Generate file like /result/1_2, and 1 is the first unsorted data bit segment, 2 is the data bit segment corresponding sort in process 2.
III division and sort based on datasets. For the second unsorted bit segment, send the data in different interval to different reduce in accordance with different partition method after generating the division by classifying site in process 1; Write the results into directory after automatically sorting in shuffle, which corresponds to the format of the form /result/1_2_3, 1 and 2 are the first two unsorted data corresponding bit segment, 3 is the sorted bit segment data.
concrete implementation of the algorithm
The concrete processes executes as follows.
⑴ Take sample simply and divide the datasets. We can suppose that the size of whole datasets is 100M and the threshold of the division is 20M. We can get that the count of the sample is 100 and the number of divisions equals 20. So the situation of division is showed in Figure 2-2 . And the number of reducer is 6. 
Results and analysis
We have implemented this algorithm with Java. We have already run this algorithm on the pseudo-distributed mode where each Hadoop daemon runs in a separate Java process. The program sorts several datasets with different size and distribution. Then we sort the same datasets with the process of shuffle. The Table 3 -1 shows that out algorithm performs better than sort process of shuffle. We generate the testing data randomly. And these situations can represent the distribution of normal datasets. We can also find that the program executes the process 2 barely. It means that the sample is typical for the whole datasets. The sort process of shuffle cannot work well when the size of input data is larger than 180M. The pseudo-distributed mode we used doesn't possess enough memory to process surplus data. However, the algorithm we design can work well because this process avoid to utilize the shuffle and try to sort data in the main memory. We cannot test larger datasets due to the memory limit of the memory. But the algorithm we design indeed performs better than the sort process of shuffle.
